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Agenda

◎ My History With Computers
◎ Computer Safety In General (Adults)
◎ Safety for younger children
◎ Safety for older children
◎ A Few Useful Links & Tools
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Hands-On Career Techie
25+ Years Working With All Sizes of Computers, Networks, Clouds &
Mobile as a Computer Professional:
Cybersecurity Auditing
Banking
Airlines / Travel
E-Commerce Web Startups
Education: Computer Science, Texas A&M University.
Cybersecurity, Stanford University.

And, a very concerned parent of a 3rd grader here.
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Computer Security In General – Just A Few Suggestions

◎ Phishing / Spear Phishing at all time high.
○
○
○
○

Never click links inside emails if you can avoid it
Use Multi-Factor Authentication (2 Factor) when possible.
Passwords are not enough; any password can be cracked with unlimited tries in
seconds.
Use fake mother’s maiden name, first car, etc. (those lists are sold)

◎ Antivirus Software is Barely Effective These Days:
○
○

Download software only from trusted sites:

Adobe.com for Acrobat Reader; Java.com for Java Runtime, etc.

Never use the same passwords across sites. If weak sites get hacked, they
have your bank password.

◎ Look Carefully at Website URLs Before Logging In or clicking.
◎ Strip location data from photos before posting online.
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Safety for Younger Children - The Threat

◎ Analogy: Internet = West Side Highway.
○ Rules & instructions alone are not enough.
○ Can we trust kids’ instincts?

Not really, vigilance is essential.
○ Video games now massively-multiplayer (MMP)
People are not always who they seem to be.
MMP Chat is routinely enabled by default.

○ Kids think the other players are “CPU” bots.
◉ Let them know they’re people (good and bad).
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An Example of How Bad It Can Get – Dark Web

◎ Known friend of mine 20 years in NY; Gave his 9-year-old a
computer in his room.

◎ By age 11, son had mastered the dark web:
○
○
○

Downloaded stolen Credit Card lists from Carders’ Forums.
Ordered saleable stuff; Traded for Drugs; Sold the items for Video Games
Story got much worse before it got better.

◎ Warning signs of kid’s dark web use: “Tor Browser” installed,

packages arriving at house, use of VPN software to hide Internet
address, ownership of cryptocurrency (Bitcoin, Monero).

○

Dark web is a one-stop shop for drugs, weapons, fake ids and just about everything
else. Heavily-monitored by law enforcement, but focus is on the large players.
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Safety for Younger Children - What Can We Do?

◎ Make a contract with your child: Internet is a
privilege, not a right:

○ Keep computers in main living areas.
○ Insist on having all their passwords.
○ Subscribe to their feeds / YouTube / etc channels.

◎ Trust but verify:

○ Let them know you are watching.
○ Ask questions? Who are those other avatars?
○ Install monitoring software, but inform them.
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Safety for Older Kids

◎ Insist on the ability to review their social media

accounts, email, instant messages.
◎ Explain the real threats in age-appropriate terms.
◎ Think like a kid, they adapt quickly:
○ Google: “How can I hide my apps from my parents”
“Getting around Nannyware”. “Erasing my computer history”

◎ Sexting: Kids should never share risqué photos; but if you cannot
stop them: never with their face in the photo, even to BF/GF.

○
○
○

Turn off location data on photos before posting.
GPS can lead bad guys directly to your door unless location data is stripped.
With a face, bad guys can find your name:
Just Google: “Tineye” or “Reverse photo lookup”, identifies anyone in photos.
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Some Tools:
◎ Parental Controls:
◎ Most video game consoles now have robust controls: Wii U, Nintendo, etc.
◎ Not effective on cell phones unless you install professional MDM (Mobile Device Management)
◎

software like businesses use (Cisco Meraki MDM, Good MDM). ~$100.

Not effective for guest devices, roaming or play dates outside the home.

◎ Network Controls:
◎ Bark at www.bark.com looks for cyberbullying, adult content from any device it is installed on. ~$10 /
◎
◎
◎

month.

“Circle” by Disney can lock down your wireless network but useless outside home.
OpenDNS (www.opendns.com) is free and very effective on all in-home Internet devices.
“BOB” can cut the power to TV or other game consoles after time limits expire.

◎ Most older kids can defeat these types of solutions (except MDM) so

establishing good habits & communication (monitoring) early is essential.
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Summary & Q/A
◎ Tools are not enough for security & protection; procedures & education
are essential. Google “Contract With Kid on Computer Use”

◎ Professional hackers can compromise just about any target which has only
a password, our kids can be targets too:

○ Sim-jacking can defeat 2-factor to normal cell phones when crooks really want in.
○ Only smart combinations of measures are effective against all threats.

◎ Kids take their cues on threats/safety from parents (snakes,
highways, guns); it’s up to us to teach them how to be safe on the
Internet too.
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Happy to help with any questions…
George Nassef
(646) 543-9494
George@LatestEdge.com
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